
SBS Tracts in the Philippines

Tracts have been printed for over 70 
pastors and evangelists in 55 places  for 
distribution by their teams, many to 
Muslim-dominated areas.  Tracts in 
English and Cebuano are used here.

Pastor Romeo Labongray has printed 
most of these tracts, supplying 68 other 
pastors and evangelists with tracts. 
(954,000 tracts, probably one million by 
April, 2020)  Three others also print 
tracts.

We have also supplied Audio Bibles in 
the Cebuano language to Pastor John 
Suarez, used by his team of evangelists 
to reach illiterate tribes in remote 
mountainous areas.



SBS Tracts in Kenya

Tracts have been printed for 164 
churches in 31 cities and towns.  Tracts 
in English and Swahili are mostly used 
here, and Luo for some areas near the 
eastern coast of Lake Victoria.

Pastor Steven Chuanya has printed most 
of these tracts. (826,000 tracts)  He also 
did the Luo translation.  Three others, 
including AFM Director Jeff Bys, who 
lives in Bungoma, also print tracts.



SBS Tracts in The Gambia

Tracts have been printed and distributed in 38 towns and villages (blue markers), many without a church.  The 
red markers indicate villages that need French tracts (translation not finished yet).  The yellow marker indicates a 
church that has been abandoned for decades, and is now being renovated.

The Gambia is officially English-speaking, although there are a few tribal languages, and French because of 
neighboring Senegal.  The country is 95% Muslim, and the Muslims mostly tolerate Christians, but don't 
cooperate.  The Muslims are 60%  'practicing', and many are curious to know more about Christianity.

So far, 67,420 tracts have been printed by a small group of young Christians that call themselves the "Gambia 
Tract Project".  They also print and teach SBS lessons.  It started in the fall of 2019 with Amadou Camara and his 
friend Habib Sowe, and when they led a Muslim friend, Modou Cham, to salvation, he enthuiastically joined the 
team.  Recently a retired school teacher has joined the team.  They supply tracts and lessons to 15 pastors, but do 
most of the distribution and teaching themselves.


